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Feel  
make  
Feel

For over 40 years, Control brand has been committed not only in 

creating the highest quality products, but also to projects and content 

that believes it contribute to the formation of a culture of 

sexuality without prejudice, based on respect and universality.



Our

Portfólio

Control is one of the most famous brands within sexual 

wellbeing in the European market.

Developing condoms, lubricants and sex toys, always 

leveraging research and innovation.



Target

Market

16-99y
50% female/50% male

Divorce rate in Portugal: 61%



OUR MANIFEST



What happened to 

the brand in these 

last few years?



In the last years….
in Portugal …

How to play 

the game?

Changes of players in the market

New digital context

And the BRAND was getting 

old…..

Market was decreasing%



How to play 

the game?

SO WE NEEDED TO CHANGE 
OUR COMMUNICATION IN 
ORDER TO RENEW OUR 
BRAND AND MAKE IT 
MODERN



How we 

communicate?



Communication Target:

Our consumption target is different from our Communication target. 

Why? 

Because our communication concentrates in a lifestyle, more exactly:

The college student and his lifestyle!

The younger want to grow to be college student;

And the older want be college student again!



After several 

evaluations, trials and tests,

we’ve humanize Control 

with a very well defined PERSONA!!!



Who is this PERSONA?

VISUAL- HOW SHE DRESSES?

TONE- HOW SHE TALKS?

CONTENT- WHAT SHE SAYS?

CONSISTEN AND COEHRENT

HUMURISTIC, SEXY ,CREATIVE

TALKS ABOUT CURRENT NEWS 

USING THE PRODUCTS



What are the 

means?



We redefined the flux of the means of 

communication: Blended Marketing 360º 

Feel make Feel

TV

Radio

Festivals

Social MediaWhatsapp

Control Talk Site

Muppies

POS



Blended Marketing 360º

Point of saleGaming

Microsite
Pré-

activation

Social Media



Blended Marketing 360º

From 

physical to 
Social Media



Blended Marketing 360º

From 

Social Media

to physical



SOCIAL MEDIA 

STRATEGY



Social Media communication

Basis for organic communication 

and emotional connection EVERYDAY with our 

consumers!



Social Media benefits

1 ) Unifying the consumer generations=> humor

2) Helps to overcome barriers in the conversation 

about sexuality

3) Real time marketing 



Social Media benefits

4) Leadership and awareness

5) Communication on air everyday!

6) Organic growth.



Example of posts (real time marketing):

Context: the crash of instagram, 

whatsapp , etc.

42,6K Likes

Context: Control team visited one of the

top radio stations

50,9 Likes

Context: Cristiano Ronaldo record

56,9 Likes



Social media results

2021

Followers: 386K +9,7%
Avg. Daily Reach: 96K

Avg. Engagement Rate: 7,3% 

Followers: 209,850 

Avg. Daily Reach: 31,682 

Avg. Engagement Rate: 6,9% 



BRIEFING
Context: Control brand is strong on social media and we are 

proud of our work, because we broke down a lot of barriers with 

our humor. 

But we would like to transform this into a STRONG CAMPAIGN in 

order to create awareness and communicate our values to all!



BRIEFING

Objective: Overcome barriers and communicate 

our values, in a humor way, and create 

awareness.

Media: TV 20’’ and Digital channels and 

Social Media



BRIEFING

So we challenge you to create a

New TV/DIGITAL CAMPAIGN that 

communicates our core values: UNIVERSALITY 

and RESPECT, with a mix of our humor!



BRIEFING

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

Be careful and assure that the content of the campaign 

complies with the Community Guidelines and norms of Social 

Media and TV. 



Good luck!

☺


